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Year 9

People like us
Describe people. Explain and understand what people did 
in the past.

Grammar: use possessives: son/sa/ses= 
his/hers/their; practise use of adjectives: mas. Fem/ 
plural. Practise regular and irregular verbs in the past.

Healthy lifestyles
Talk about illness; give and understand advice on health. Explain 
what you do to keep fit.

Grammar: Use “j’ai/ tu as/ il a mal à = to say something hurts. Use 
negatives sentences: “jamais= never; ne..plus= not anymore, etc”. 
Use verbs in imperative to give instructions: e.g. mangez= eat; 
faites = do.

Continuation: Future plans
Explain what you are going to do. Make plans for the 
future. Talk about future careers and the importance of 
learning languages.

Grammar: use of “on= we” form of the verb. Learn the 
future tense: “aller + infinitive = going to …”. Make plans 
usign “je peux = I can; je veux = I want; je dois = I must + 
verb in infinitive”.
End of term assessment
. 

Future plans
Explain what you are going to do. Make plans for the 
future. Talk about future careers and the importance 
of learning languages.

Grammar: use of “on= we” form of the verb. Learn 
the future tense: “aller + infinitive = going to …”. Make 
plans usign “je peux = I can; je veux = I want; je dois
= I must + verb in infinitive”

Continuation: TV, cinema, reading and free time

Say what you watch in the TV or cinema and 
express opinions. Say what you like to read and why.

Grammar: Practise verbs in the present and past; 
use adjectives accurately: mas-fem, sing-plu; word 
order. Practise verb “aller” = to go.

End of term assessment.

TV, cinema, reading and free time

Say what you watch in the TV or cinema and express opinions. Say 
what you like to read and why.

Grammar: Practise verbs in the present and past; use adjectives 
accurately: mas-fem, sing-plu; word order. Practise verb “aller” = to 
go.
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